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Users can view and click the
keywords of this slide
Users can view prev/next slide

Users can read the text script of
the voice recording for this slide

Users can listen to the lecture's
voice recording for this slide

Sentences in the text script
related to the chosen keyword
are highlighted

OVERVIEW

OVERALL FLOW

Given a voice recording of a lecture and the lecture slides, synchronize them so
that each slide is matched with its corresponding portion of the voice recording

VOICE TO TEXT CONVERSION
Used IBM Watson Speech to Text

Instead of the user having to find the starting points of a slide in the recording,

Accuracy of voice-to-text improved by using a custom dictionary

when user selects a slide the lecture recording for that slide is provided

Dictionary words picked out from contents of the lecture slides except stop-

Text scripts of the recording and automatic highlighting of keyword related

words (‘a’, ‘the’, ‘who’, ‘is’, ...)

sentences are provided to make studying more effective

PDF TEXT EXTRACTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Used PyPDF2 library from Python
Extract texts from each slide

Many students voice-record their lectures to listen to it when revising
Finding a slide's exact starting point in the long recording is difficult

SYNCHRONIZATION
Remove stopwords (‘a’, ‘the’, ‘who’, ‘is’, ...)

SELECT KEYWORDS

We want a smarter way to use and combine the lecture recording and slides

Extract first 4 words + biggest words + bold words)
Extract keywords from RAKE (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction) using NLP
Check string similarity b/w two adjacent slides
Similarity > 85%

Image from Evernote

no

Accuracy of voice-to-text conversion (Solved using custom dictionary)
Accuracy of text script and lecture slides synchronization
Finding the correct metric and mechanism to match slides' keywords with
sentences in text script

ACCURACY
Lecture Domain: MIT-Introduction to Computer Science and Programming in
Python (Fall 2016, Instructor: Dr. Ana Bell)
Lec01: What is Computation?

Lec05: Tuples, Lists, Aliasing, Mutability, Cloning

ReLecture

ReLecture

Answer

Answer

Add all the extra words to keyword

For each keyword of slide, mark the sentence where the keyword first occurs
ex) [(9, 4), (10, 1), (12, 1), (15, 1), (17, 1), (37, 1), (57, 1)]
Choose sentence that has highest mark
ex) sentence_id = 9 has the most first occurrence keywords
Highest mark > 1
no

yes

For each keyword, mark all sentences that contain the keyword,
within appropriate amount of time <i*totalTime/numOfPages*1.2
Add the vector similarity 0<x<1 using word embedding
* Word embedding: words representation that converts words
into n-dimensional vector. We used Google word2vec pertained model
ex) similarity(man, woman) = 0.766

From all sentences marked at least once,
choose the first sentence of the longest consecutive sentences cluster
ex) [(213, 1), (216, 1), (217, 1), (218, 1), (240, 1)] -> [(213, 1), (216~218, 3), (240, 1)]
sentence_id = 216 is the first of the longest consecutive sentences cluster

Select the sentence as starting sentence

Sentence No.

Sentence No.

USE KEYWORDS

Picking meaningful keywords that represent each slide (NLP, slide layout)

SENTENCE CLUSTERING

FIRST OCCUR.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

yes

HIGHLIGHTER

We provide keywords & highlighting function for each page
Highlight words contain top 2 words that occur the most in the text script

Slide No.

Slide No.

& top 3 bold words of the slide that occur the most in the text script
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